




HUBCOFFEE

A HUB is created where the best coffee is served.

Our lives revolve around coffee.  
To us it’s so much more than a morning caffeine kick... it’s 

a beautiful journey, an immersive experience in each 
cup.  Driven by our passion, our focus has been solely to craft 

the perfect ‘HUB’ bean-to-cup coffee experience.

Our relentless quest for the perfect coffee took us to 
distant lands of cultural intrigue.  From the highest 

mountains of Vietnam to the forests of Brazil, we’ve 
unearthed and captured pure magic...

Coffee beans.

Of course, to extract the very best from each blend, 
you need the best in technology and the best in 

mechanics... a combination not easily found.  We were left 
with one option - the creation of our very own HUB 

coffee machines.

How can we convince you more on paper?  
The HUB experience needs to be seen, touched, tasted 

and smelt.  It’s something tangible yet elusive, pure 
indulgence laced with dark mystery... 

HUB has to be, absorbed.
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HUB 102
Bean-to-cup machine.

A HUB is created where the best coffee is served.

HUB 102, Bean-to-cup machine.

Powerful yet sophisticated, sleek yet detail-driven, the Hub coffee machine really makes 
the bean-to-cup journey a radically different experience.  Exuding elegance and exclusivity in 

design; the visible coffee beans, ambient illumination of the ingredient canisters and 10.4” customisable 
touch screen set this machine apart from all others in a corporate environment.



HUB 102, Bean-to-cup machine.

Using highly innovative technology, the Hub machine is designed to 
delight the user, and deliver superb coffee pleasure, every time.

The highest quality granulated milk provides an excellent substitute for 
fresh milk in our only non-FM machine.  From the perspective of low 

maintenance, long shelf-life, and worktop space, some see this as a 
viable alternative to our HUB 201 FM.  

One bean canister and two product canisters.  

Latte 
macchiato

CappuccinoHot 
water

Espresso Double 
espresso

Americano Cafe
latte

Espresschoc Flat 
white

Mocha Hot
chocolate

Key features:

Visible bean canister

10.4” High res full colour touch 
screen

Keyless cleaning & operation

LED illuminated ingredient 
canisters

Cup sensors

One bean container & two 
product canisters

150+ drinks a day

Personalised branding options 
available on touch screen

46(W) x 54(D) x 59.9(H), 35kg
3350 W, 12 bar

HUB 102
Bean-to-cup machine.

LED ingredient
canisters

150+ drinks
a day

visible bean
canister

10.4” touch
screen



HUB 201 FM, Bean-to-cup machine.

HUB 201FM
Bean-to-cup machine, FM.

A HUB is created where the best coffee is served.

HUB 201 FM, Bean-to-cup machine.

Powerful yet sophisticated, sleek yet detail-driven, the Hub coffee machine really makes 
the bean-to-cup journey a radically different experience.  Exuding elegance and exclusivity in 

design; the visible coffee beans, ambient illumination of the ingredient canisters and 10.4” customisable 
touch screen set this machine apart from all others in a corporate environment.



HUB 201 FM, Bean-to-cup machine.

Using highly innovative technology, the Hub machine is designed to 
delight the user, and deliver superb coffee pleasure, every time.

A 4 litre fridge for a fresh milk system means that every coffee is 
made to the highest standard possible.  The HUB 201 FM could be seen 

as the peak of our bean-to-cup offering; designed for high output, 
fresh-milk coffees of exceptional quality. 

Two bean canisters, one product canisters, and a milk fridge.   

Latte 
macchiato

CappuccinoHot 
water

Espresso Double 
espresso

Americano Cafe
latte

Espresschoc Flat 
white

Mocha Hot
chocolate

Key features:

Visible bean canister

10.4” High res full colour touch 
screen

Keyless cleaning & operation

LED illuminated ingredient 
canisters

Cup sensors

One bean container & two 
product canisters

150+ drinks a day

4 litre milk fridge

Personalised branding options 
available on touch screen

75(W) x 54(D) x 59.9(H), 35kg
3350 W, 12 bar

LED ingredient
canisters

150+ drinks
a day

visible bean
canister

10.4” touch
screen

HUB 201FM
Bean-to-cup machine, FM.



Tel: 0800 849 9110
Email: Sales@liquidline.co.uk




